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INTRODUCTI(PN 
Let G be a finite group, p a prime, and V a symplectic F,G-module, the 
term symplectic meaning that I’ carries a non-degenerate, G-invariant, 
alternating form ( , ): Vx V-+ F,. Assume that IGI is od 
These are the data that are needed to define the canonical character $ 
of G acting on V. The name canonical was given by Isaacs ES], whereas 
others call it the Weil representation [4]. Most of the results I need about 
it are collected in Proposition (1.1). 
In this paper I determine in some special cases the decompo 
into irreducible components. The general case seems to be a har 
All examples 1 know are: G is the symplectic group Sp(2n, q)? 
of p [S, Theorem (4.8)]; G is nilpotent and V an irreducible form- 
quasiprimitive module [l, Theorem (3.8)] (see Definition in Section 1); 
and G is cyclic and acts fixedpointfree on V (see Proposit’ (Lid)). Tutu11 
[12, Theorem (3.4)] has studied an example where he shown that ti 
contains the regular character. But with the exception of 2n, q) all these 
examples are prime to p. 
The groups I want to study are metacyclic groups with a faitbf~~, 
irreducible, form-quasiprimitive, symplectic module. A description of these 
groups, modules, and their symplectic forms is given in Section 1. The 
decomposition of the canonical character is shown in Theorems (2.1) 
and (2.2). 
These studies arose from an attempt to construct 
formulas for characters of Galois groups of a-adic number 
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a finite group and x a complex character of G. By an (explicit) Brauer 
formula for x I mean the following problem: 
Find (explicitly) integers zi and one-dimensional characters, ;lj of 
subgroups Ui d G such that 
x = c zi. ind$ /li (0.1) 
holds. 
The interest in such formulas comes from number theory: There G is the 
Galois group of local or global number fields, and one wants to compute 
certain arithmetical invariants of the character x such as the Artin root 
number or the Galois Gauss sum. 
Of course Brauer formulas always exist, and this follows from Brauer’s 
induction theorem. (See [6, Theorem (8.4)].) But they are neither unique 
nor is it in general easy to compute one. 
To get uniqueness one can define a canonical Brauer formula. One way 
to do this was given by Snaith [ 111, who computes the coefficients as 
topological invariants of a unitary representation belonging to x. But it is 
not clear whether his formula is independent of the choice of this represen- 
tation, and it seems that his formula is not additive, i.e., Snaith’s Brauer 
formula for x1 + xZ is, in general, not the sum of his Brauer formulas for 
x1 and x2. 
Another canonical Brauer formula was found by R. Boltje. Let R, G be 
the Grothendieck ring of representations of G in the group of monomial, 
complex matrices, and RG be the Grothendieck ring of (ordinary) complex 
representations. A Z-basis of R, G is parametrized by pairs (U, 2) with U 
a subgroup of G and ;1 a one-dimensional character of U, where one 
identifies the pairs (U, 2) and (Up, 1”) for g E G. The corresponding basis 
element is ind$. There is a natural homomorphism 6,: R, G -+ RG, 
and Boltje constructs a map uG: RG + R, G that splits b,. a, is a 
homomorphism of Abelian groups, thus Boltje’s formula is additive. (But 
it is not a ring homomorphism.) 
Both canonical formulas have the disadvantage that it is not easy to 
compute the coefficients. Further both formulas have many “unnecessary” 
terms that sum up to zero. (These terms are needed for certain functorial 
properties both formulas have.) Thus I think it is worth the effort to look 
for a more explicit Brauer formula. I even hope that this will help us to 
compute Boltje’s formula in some cases, but we did not yet achieve this. 
For the “explicit” Brauer formula I will assume that x is a primitive, 
irreducible character of G. 
In Section 3, I reduce the problem of finding explicit Brauer formulas for 
local Galois groups to the problem of finding a Brauer formula for the 
canonical character of tame local Galois groups. These groups are 
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metacychc, hence every irreducible character is monomial. Thus it su&xs 
to determine the decomposition of the canonical character into irre 
components, as I did in Section 2 in the form-quasiprimitive case. 
The work is not yet complete. I cannot hand!e ah ses of tame locai 
Caiois groups. But I can handle all cases that were stu d by Ritter [l9], 
and I can handle some cases where p divides the group order. 
The terminology is mostly from Isaacs’ book [6]. In particular, Ix G 
denotes the set of irreducible, complex characters of G, and if 8 E Irr h.‘., 
where CT is a subgroup of G, then Irr(G/ 0) deno:es those irre 
characters of G whose restrictions to U have 6 as a component. Bu: I do 
no? call one-dimension al characters “linear,” I will cai! them “‘Abelian.” 
First I want to review the theory of the canonical character as fas as Z 
need it here. Thus the following proposition is not the most general resu!: 
known. 
OPOSITION (1.1). Let L <K be nGr?nd SiibgrOtip.T of ;hefit?ite ~UOU~ 2 
suck that K,!L is elemenatry Abelian of expoizent ,p~ Assun2e their the prir;~e 
p is Odd or rhat /G : Kl is odd. 
Then &K/L has a complernerzt fl!L in GiLj i.e., Zr: K= L md HK= 5. 
Ti’,is coqdemenr cat2 be chosen in suck a nq~ thar for alz~l :< E Trr(G 10) md 
ai!: ge G one has y(g) = 0 if g is mt conjugated .~o m elemen: of A3T. 
Moreover the F,G/K-module KiL has a m?-degerzerare. a!teworing 
G-imwrianrfor-n2 defined by 4 (together Edith a?2 iderkjicario!2 ‘FPT + C ’ t. 
in this situation there exists c1 character $ of G/.K thar gices cI bijectiorr sf 
Irr(G / 9) to Irr(Hl q5) s~4ch that 1 E Irr(G / 8j nrzd _ t E Irr( H / 0 ) COTTPS~~~~~ [j’ 
and 0nt~ if xi H = t+!~ . <; ad this is the case {f ok onl~v Q” 5” = $ x. 
The d&ition qf II/ orrl~l depends on G/K, its actiot~ or’2 the F,G/K-mcdzie 
K;L, md the alternating form. $I is caiied the cafionical character cf’ G/K .J 
acling on &L. Some ef its properties are: 
(a) i/~(g)= +v/cforgEG, n$zere jC,,,(g)l =p”‘ovldE= * 1, E= B 
fw p = 2. cmd E = p (mod 4) for odd p. in partiruku +( 1) = . . . ..K.Ll. 
(b) IffgK~ G;K has order pCme to p9 then ${g) is rationa/. 
icj The order of det $ is a p-poiver. 
(d) Lef G/K be cyclic, prime to p, and act&g fixedpoinq7eeiA~~ ox A.‘L 
The?2 the carzonicai character is $ = kp + ~6, where p is rhe reg&r charmtr~ 
of G,‘K, d is an .4belian character qf G,‘K. ord 6 &&Yes 2, E = + 1, E = $;‘I j 
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(mod jG:KI), and k=($(l)-E)/IG:KI. The character b is determined bJ1 
condition (c): b has order 2 if and only if 1 G: KI is even and k is odd. 
(e) Let K<GO<G. Then t/lo,, is the canonical character of GO/K 
acting on K/L. 
(f) ker $= C&K/L), and $ on!,, depends on G/C&K/L) acting on 
K/L. 
(g) Suppose K = K, . K2, K, n K, = L, where the Ki are normal in G, 
and K,/L and KJL are orthogonal with respect to the alternating form, Let 
$i be the canonical character of G/Ki acting on KJL. Then tii are characters 
of G/K, and $=$1.$2 is the canonical character of G/K acting on K/L. 
Proof. [S, Theorem (9.1)]. The properties of the canonical character 
are all contained in [S, Sect. 3, 4, and 61. An algorithm for computing the 
values of $ is given in [S, Theorem (6.3)]. See also [7] for the problem 
about p = 2. Q.E.D. 
Remark on Notation. In the following and in Section 2, the group G/K 
of Proposition (1.1) is denoted G, and the module K/L is denoted V. 
The first reduction of the problem to determine the canonical character 
uses the technique of tensor induction and the notion form induction. 
DEFINITION. Let G be a finite group, p a prime, and V an irreducible, 
symplectic F, G-module. V is called form-induced from the subgroup H < G 
and the F,H-submodule W< I’, if V= indz( W) = egeGIH g W, the form is 
non-degenerate on IV, and all the subspaces gW are pairwise orthogonal. 
If V is not form-induced from a proper subgroup, it is called form-primitive. 
The importance of this notion stems from the following fact: Let V be 
form-induced as in the definition. Let $ be the canonical character of G 
acting on V and let $i be the canonical character of H acting on W. Then 
there is an Abelian character 1 of G such that 
where @ ind denotes tensor induction. This fact is probably well known, 
but I could not find it in the literature. Since I do not need it here, I will 
not prove it either. 
A necessary but not sufficient condition for form-primitivity was given by 
Berger: 
PROPOSITION (1.2). Let G be a finite group, p a prime, and V an 
irreducible, form-primitive, symplectic F, G-module. 
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Then for any normal subgroup N < G either Vj N is homogeneous ot 
I#‘1 ,v= v, @ v2, where the Vi are the homogeneous componen?.r aizd are both 
totally isotropic. 
ProoJI Reference [2, Theorem (7.8)3. QED. 
FINITION. An irreducible, symplectic F, G-module that satisfies the 
CO usion of Proposition (1.2) is called ,forfn~quasipri?nStii!e. 
erger in his paper [23 calls such a module a minimal module. 
The next two lemmata are concerned with the question what a 
metacyclic group with a form-quasiprimitive module looks like. 
LEMMA ( 1.3 ). Let G be a nzetaq4ic group, C the cyclic normal sz1bgrosq 
brith cyclic ,cactor, and V a faithful, irreducibkT fovm-quasiLt~iinititle, sj’mplec- 
tic module. Let A be a maximal Abelian normal subgroldp covlrainirlg C. Thew 
A is c>.lclic and self-centralizing: C,( A ) = -4. 
Proqfi Let C = (c > and G = (c, d). d operates on C by conjugation. 
and let a be the order of this operation. Then AI = (c, 6”) and A is self- 
centralizing, To see that A is cyclic, consider the two cases of the definition: 
First case: VI .4 is homogeneous. Since I’ is faithful and homogeneous, 
every irreducible component is faithful. But an Abelian group with a faaith- 
ful, irreducible module is cyclic. 
Second case: VI A = VI @ VI, where the Vi are totally isot:opiz 
homogeneous components. Then V, c VT, the dual of V,. Th,o 
isomorphism is given by 
This is bijective since the form is non-degenerate. 
Thus the action of A on V, and V, has the same kernel, 
faithful; homogeneous F,A-module, and A is cyclic as in the first case. 
QED. 
LEMMA (1.4). Let G be a finite group having a c-j*clic, normal subgroqp 
C that is self-centralizing: C,(C) = C. Let V be a $aithfJ, irpeducibke. 
syp2ectic [F,G-module, p any prime. 
(a) Assume that VI, is hornogeneow. 
(al) Then V( c is irreducible as an F,C-moduduEe. We can ident$$ & 
ntith the additive group of a finite field E of degree 21 over F,, and G wi?h 
a subgroup of the semidirect product E* K GaB(E/[F,) actiF?g iti the natam! 
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lvay on E +. This identzyication can be made such that C = E* n G, and that 
the form is given 617 
(x, y) = tr(p .x.4(~)), 
where tr denotes the trace cf E/F,, 4 is the field automorphism of order 2, 
and p E E* is such that I$@) = - p, and such that for an)? IS E Gal( E/E,) of 
odd order, o(p) = p. 
(a2) Further the order of C divides p” + 1. Let C, be the subgroup of 
E” of order p” + 1, and let G I := C, . G. Then G1 fixes the form. 
One can choose an element s E G, that generates G,/C, with the follo\rYng 
properties: 
If a := (G, :C1 1 is odd, s has order a and (s) = G, n Gal(E/F,). 
If a is even and p is odd, s has order 2a, thus so = - 1 E E*. 
If a is even and p = 2. s has order a. 
In all cases one can assume that s operates like a Frobenius automorphism 
of B: SCS~~=C~ -for all CEC~, Lvhere q is a pottIer of p such that 
qa = pzf2 = IEl. 
(b) Assume that VI c is the sum of tti’o toraily isotropic homogeneous 
components. 
(bl) If dim V= 2n, let E be the field of degree n over IF,. Set W := E* 
considerd as the natural [F,(E* ~Gal(E,4,))-module. Let z act on 
E* K Gal(E/F,) by inverting E” and centralizing Gal(E/F,), and let 
T’= -1eE”. 
Let W* be the E* K Gal(E/[F,)-module that has E + as underlying group, 
but with action 
(c, c-J)* .x := *(C, CT) .x= (c-1, a) .x= c-1 .cJ(x), 
for c E E*, cr E Gal(E/F,), x E E. 
Then ice may identxv G with a subgroup of (E* K Gal(E/IF,))(z), V with 
W@ W*, where T acts as T(X, ~1) = (- y, x), and the form is given by ((x, y), 
(x’, y’)) = trE;Fp(xJ+) - tr,&x’i;). 
(b2) Let C, := E* and GI := C, .G. Further let G2 := 
(E* K Gal(E/F,))(z). Then GI and G, fix the form. 
ProoJ: Parts (al) and (bl) are a restatement of [12, Theorem (3.1)]. 
Part (b2) is trivial. Part (a2) remains: If the form is invariant under CE E*, 
then q5( c) = c ~ ‘, thus 1 = c . d(c) = cl + fl. 
Now let s,EG~ be any generator of G,/C,. Write sr =cl ‘0‘ E 
E* D( Gal(E/F,). If a is odd, then ord(a,) = a is odd, hence the form is 
invariant under gl. But then it is also invariant under c,, thus c, E C,, and 
also s:=o,~G~. 
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If a is even, we have 3:’ = /3. CJS for some /I E E”. But then 
Thus 
Et follows that 
(/hj)‘=(p’qqj)).$P= -1. 
1 will need the following iemma later: 
Q.E.E. 
/C,,(g)1 = 
{ 
yx@J” if it’, F,r,rr)iC! = 1, 
else. 
Jfgg=r.a.r, then 
h ai/ cases, / C ,,( g)i is a square. 
Pl=OOjl Case (a). Denote the norm of E over Fix(o) by N. Let .Y E L7= E 
be fix uder g. Then c. a(x) = s. Applying the norm yields s=O or 
,V(r) = I. If N(c) = 1, there exists dG E with aid)/d= c (Hil%ert Satz 9G, see 
. Y, Sect. 113). The equation becomes ojdx) = d-x. and :his is 
equivalent to d.x E Fix(a). We have 1 Fix(a I/ many solutions fcr s. Remark 
that c. g E G, and ord(a) = 2& even imply th.at X(c) = - II Look af 
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(c. a)b=~’ .gb = c’ .d, with b~Gal(E/lF~) of order 2, and c’= 
c-a(c). ... .ob-‘(c). A s in the proof of (a2) in Lemma (1.4) we get 
- 1 = c’ .&c’) = N(c). 
If 0 has odd order, the degree of Fix(a) over [F, is even, since IE: F, 1 = 2n 
is even. Thus (Fix(o )I is a square. 
Case (b) Let g=c.a and let (X,Y)E V= W@ W* be fix under g. 
Then (x, ~1) = (c .(T(x), c-i . cr.(y)). The same argument as in Case (a) yields 
the assertion. 
Now let g = c. c. 5 and denote the norm of E over Fix( cr’) by N. Assume 
that (0, O)#(X,~)E Vis fix under g. Then (x,Y)=((-c.a(y), c-l .0(x)). 
We get that 4’ is determined by x, and for x we get 
U’(S) a(c) -=-- 
x c . 
If the order of 0 is odd, a’(?c)/x and cr(c)/c have norm 1, but N( - 1) = - 1. 
Since p is odd, this is not possible. For an even order of g, the equation 
has a solution x0 if and only if N( -o(c)/c) = 1 (again Hilbert Satz 90). The 
set of all solutions is then x0 Fix(a’). The degree of Fix(a’) over IF, is even, 
thus /C,(g)1 is a square. Q.E.D. 
2. RESULTS 
L.et G be a metacyclic group with a faithful, irreducible form- 
quasiprimitive symplectic [F,G-module V, p a prime. 
It follows from Lemma (1.3) that G has a cyclic, self-centralizing normal 
subgroup C such that G/C is cylic too. 
The definition of form-quasiprimitivity gives two cases of how VI, 
behaves. These two cases were studied in Lemma (1.4). In both cases I 
embedded G into a larger metacyclic group G, such that V is also a sym- 
plectic lF,G,-module. (If G is metacyclic in Lemma (1.4), G, is metacyclic 
too, but GZ need not be.) 
It follows that the canonical character $ of G acting on V is the restric- 
tion of the canonical character $i of G, acting on V. (If p = 2, one has to 
assume that IGJ is odd. But in this case only Case (a) in Lemma (1.4) is 
possible, and IGi 1 is odd too.) 
The purpose of this section is to decompose \1/1 into irreducible com- 
ponents. This is done in Theorem (2.1) for Case (a), and in Theorem (2.2) 
for Case (b). 
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THEOREM (2.1). Let G, and P7 be as in Lemma (1.4)> Case (a). vp = 2, 
assume 1 G, j is odd. First consider the case p f 2. The decomposition of the 
canonical character I,!J! of G, acting on V is give;1 by 
&h the follou*ing notation: 
clil is an Abelian character of G,/C, of order diaiding 2. tt h trivial jf md 
onl:,? $ a := /G, : Cl I is odd, or 
(a=0 (mod4)andqs +I (mod8)), 
OP 
(a-2 (tnod4)andqE 1,3 (mo 
The mm rum over the G,/C,-orbits of 8 E Irr C, d@erentfrom the rwo or5trs 
)+:here the order of 6 divides 2. 
C,,(0) denotes the stabilizer of 8 in G,. lC,,(f?j:C,l is odd? Fhs CGl(6) I.Y 
a semidirect product of C, I&h a subgroup c~f (s ). 
ti x 1 is an Abelian character of C,,(e) that is 8 OH C, and trivial OB thi;7 
subgroup of (s). (C, and s ulere defined in Lemma (1.4).) 
I\lb\r consider the case p = 2. The decomposition of $I into irretiucibk 
components i  then given by 
\rqith the same notation as above. 
ProofI First consider the case p # 2. 
compute $, I ct. C, operates fixedpointfreely on V. Thus by Proposi- 
tion (1.1)(d), $Ilc,=k.p+~.8. Here we have $1(l)=p” and 
p( 1) = p” + 1. Thus k = 1, E = - 1, 6 = “minus one” character: 
d&=Pc,4 with ord 5 = 2. {“I, 
Let me show that I C,,(0): C, I is odd. This is trivial if a := 16: : Ci j is odd. 
Let /G, :C,,(O)\ =: a(6). This is the least natural number such that q”(” = 1 
(mod d) with d := ord(O), and C,,(6) = C, (s’I(‘)). We have qa = pZn. For 
a even we thus get qn” = p” e - 1 (mod d). If O/O(@) were even, we would 
get - 1~ 1 (mod d) and thus dl2. This case we have to exclude! Thus for 
ord(8) j 2 we get IC,,(O):C, I is odd, and thus by Lemma (1.4) Cc,(@) is a 
semidirect product. 
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Now we can describe the irreducible characters of G,: Let [e] run 
through the G,-orbits of Irr C,. The extensions of 0 to C,,(e) have the 
form 8 x Q, where o is a character of that subgroup of (s) that is the com- 
plement of C, in C,,(Q). The irreducible characters of G, are all of the form 
ind?Glc6j(Q x o), and two such characters are equal if and only if the two B’s 
lie in the same orbit and the two (u’s are equal. 
The formula (*I) can be interpreted as follows: For every orbit [e] with 
ord(8) f2 there is a unique extension 0 x m0 to C’,,(e) such that 
ind$,,(B x oO) occurs in $I : 
$1 = o1 + c ind&,,(B x a@). (*2) 
[@I 
ordO, 
We have to determine the w’s 
By Lemma (1.5), /C,(g)/ is always a square, hence Proposition (1.1)(a) 
implies that $I is rational valued. 
Let LX be any Galois automorphism over Q. If ind2,JQ x oe) occurs in 
tjl, the same holds for (ind$,(Bxo,))“=ind’&(0” x(c);). Now choose CI 
such that 8 and 8” lie in the same G,-orbit. Then ind$(@” x0;)= 
indz;,,(e x 0;). Hence w, = 0;. 
But 6’ and 8” lie in the same orbit if and only if a fixes the following field: 
Kd := fixed field of (Q([,) + Q(<,): idb {z), where d= ord(8) and {d is a 
primitive dth root of unity. Putting this together we get 
Q(lzo,)EK,. (*3) 
Determine o 1 : 
Here we have d= 1, thus o1 is a rational, Abelian character, hence its order 
is 1 or 2. If IG, : C, 1 is odd, w, is trivial. Let IG,: C,I be even, and let s2 
generate a 2-Sylow-subgroup of (s). We have to compute wI(s2). This can 
be done by computing $,(s2), because s2 is not contained in any C,,(e) for 
ord(8) 12 and $l(sz) =wl(sz). s2 operates fixedpointfreely on V, since 
sa= - 1. Thus 
lcll I(r2) = k.p+.z,.h, and $I(SZ) = E2.S2(S2). (“4) 
Denote a = a2 . a’, where a2 is a power of 2 and a’ is odd. ord(s,) = 2az. Let 
q,, := q”’ be the order of the fixed field of s2 as an element of Gal(E/[F,). 
Then til(l) = qtz/‘. 
Compute Ed :
Comparing degrees yields .s2 = qiz!2 (mod 2a2). 
If a E 2 (mod 4), 2az = 4 and &2 = q0 (mod 4). 
If a = 0 (mod 4), a,/2 is even and &2 is a square. Thus &2 = 1. 
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compute (52 :
It follows from Proposition (1.1 )(d) that 
Let c1 E 0 (mod 4). Then E? = 1 and 
6 rOq;L 2E 1 (mod 4a,) 
OQoE i-1 (mod 8). 
Remember that fZ/4a,)* = Z/2 x Z/a,, and that he elements = *I5 
(mod 8 ) are all the elements of order a,. 
Now let a = 2 (mod 4). Then 4az = 8, E? E q. (mod 4), and 
6, = 1 G p: s & 
-0 (mod 8 ): 
oq,=&7 Imod 81, 
oqo- *i (mod 8 ) 
At last remark that q. E q (mod 8), since a’ is odd. These computations 
yield the formula for w1 given in the theorem. 
etermine the remaining 08: 
In the case where a is even, note that the field K, in (*3) is real, because 
@ ’ E - 1 (mod d). Thus o, is a real Abelian character of an odd group, 
hence it is trivial. 
Now assume that a is odd. Write a = b ‘6’ and assume that sb E CGLje). 
Then 4 := ord(6) divides qb - 1. On the other hand, d divides p’ + i. Since 
;I is odd, q must be a square. Let 4: = q and set r := a4;. d divides 
gcd(r’ - 1, rb’ + 1) = r + 1. 
Ccmpute $,(s”). To evaluate (*2) I use the observation that for 
CE C, and S’E C,,(O), 
2zd.E [a] 
ind&,,(8 x o,)(c, s’) = EzEGI,CG,,8J a’(c) ~-ib(s’; = 
B’(c) we,(s)), since wt, = wO and for d and 8’ lying in the same orbit. 
~(i@ = cu.. Thus the following sum runs over characters, not over orbits of 
characters: 
On the other hand, C,,(sb) is the field with gb = 1.’ elements. Propose- 
tion ( I. 1 )(a) yields 
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But in (*5) there are just P summands each of absolute value 1. Together 
with (*6) we get oe(sb) = 1 for all 9. 
The case where p = 2 follows the same lines. But now the order of C, is 
odd, thus 6 in (*l) will be the trivial character. Hence 
$lIc,=Pc*-1> (*I’) 
and 
$1 = 1 ind’&,,(e x weI. 
CO1 
B#l 
(*2’) 
Since p = 2, a must be odd. With the same argument leading to formula 
(*5) we get 
Mb)= c %(Sb). 
H 
ordOlr+l 
O#l 
(*5’) 
Equation (*6) remains true. Thus all me(?) are equal, for ord(8) 1 r + 1. 
But til(sb) is rational (Proposition (1.1)(b)), thus o,(sb)= + 1. But the 
w,(s~) cannot be - 1, since they are characters of odd groups. Thus all 
We(Sb) = 1. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM (2.2). Let G, and V be as in Lemma ( 1.4), Case (b), with odd 
p. The decomposition of the canonical character *I of G, acting on V into 
irreducible components is given by 
with the following notation: 
Let n = n, . n’, n2 a power of 2 and n’ odd. Let q := pn’. 
Choose generators c1 of Cl, s1 of Gal(E/lF,), s2 of the 2-Sylow-subgroup of 
Gal(E/lF,). Remember G2 = (E* rx Gal(E/F,)) . (5). 
’ WI, w2, wi are restrictions of Abelian characters of G2 given by 
Wl(Cl) = 1, 
i 
1 if n is even, 
01(T) = 1 if nisoddandp-1,3(modS), 
- 1 else, 
ol(sl) = f 1 = p (mod 4), 
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)= -1, 
)= 1, 
j= &l-p (mod4). 
O:(cI j = - 1, 
co;(T) = - 1, 
co:(s,)= *l-p (mod4). 
The sut?t rum over the G,-orbits of 8 E Irr C, 5 dijjhent .fi.Gi?? fhe 0:‘1) orbirs 
xshere he order of 8 ditlides 2. 
C,,(8) detzores the stabilker of% ia G,. C,,(B)ker 8 is a semidirect p~oducr 
qf 2, :‘ker 8 atzd a subgroup qf ( s1 : z ) ker %/ker %. 
% x 60~ is at? Abeliatz character of C,,(%);ker 8 that & % O?T C, and w8 oil !ke 
resperke subgroup of (sl, z). cog is the resrr-icrion qf an Abelian charac:e~ 
of C,J%j n (s,? r), g&en by: 
If tz is odd- cog is the trivial character. 
Jf t1 is ecm. the order qt‘ cot, ditiides 2, atrri 
.for ord(%lI q- 1: s2 E C,J%) 
and wyjs2 ) = f 1 = p (mod 41, 
for ordi%) Iqm- 1,2 1 tn In,: SUE C,,(e) 
at7d nisi) = 1, 
&r ord(Qijq+ ~:s,TEC,,(%) 
1 
p (mod 4) tf4/ nz. 
rr!?d Lclg(s2T)= +I= p (mod 4) $lr!rz = 2 atld ord 8 I (q + i $2 
-p (mod 4) rise, 
j‘ior ord(%) 1 qm + 1, 2 /n? 11~1.‘2: ST5 E C,,(B) 
C7ild Cc)&;'T) = 1 ftn = tz2;2 and or% % I (q”’ + 1)/2 
P~oojY It suffices to determine the canonical character $2 of G, actiing 
on k: The proof follows the same Iines as the proof of Theorem (2.1 t. 
Compute II/? ICI : C, operates fixedpointfreely. thtls $: I c‘, = kp + ~6, and 
comparing degrees yields 
$2 I c, = PC, + 62 with ord(6) = 2. a ‘*ii 
As in Theorem (2.1) I will show that the stabilizSc-r C,,(S) is essentiaiiy a 
48, 3: L7 
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semidirect product, and then the formula of I/J* follows from (*l ). We just 
have to determine the o’s 
To C,,(0): For d := ord(8) j 2, r $ C,,(e), because 8’= 8-l. Thus 
CGZ(e)/C, is a cyclic subgroup of (sr, z), generated by an element of the 
form ,qce) or of the form s;r@‘) r. In the first case, C,,(e) is always a semi- 
direct product, and in the second case only when ord(s;%) is divisible by 
4. In the last case C, n (s 4%) = ( - 1). But then also s;“r E C,,(e), and 
ord(8) divides p”“’ . + 1 Thus -1 =c:p”-1).‘2=cIp”.1+l)‘(P”‘*-I)i2 lies in the 
kernel of 8. Hence modulo the kernel of 8, C,,(Q) is a semidirect product 
in this case too. 
The first step in computing the o’s goes as in the proof of Theorem (2.1): 
For all o0 with ord(8) # 2, 
‘Woe) G Ki, (“2) 
where d is the order of 8, and Kd is the fixed field of 
QiLA -+ Qiid idH i:: or LH id’ 
with a primitive dth root of unity id. 
Since z operates as ( ) ~ ‘, the field Kd is always real, thus wg is rational. 
But now the group is not odd, and o, may have order 2. 
Compute ol, o:, w:: 
or is the extension of 8 = 1 E Irr C,, and 0: and wi are the two extensions 
of 6 E Irr C, with ord(b) = 2 that occur in tiz: 
%(C1) = 1, o;(c,)=o;(c,)= -1. 
To compute w{(z), consider first the case where lz is odd. We have 
$2(T) =(-4(T) + @:(4 + &iT), 
I1/2(C,T,=W,iT,-of(T)-~~(T). 
(*3) 
On the other hand, r operates fixedpointfreely on V, as does err, since 
T~=(c~T)~= -1. Thus t,brIcrj=kp+~6, with ~~p"-p (mod4), ,k= 
(p”-E)/4, and k is even op=c (mod8); ops +I (mod8). The same 
computations hold for CUT. Thus for odd n 
The formulas (*3) and (*4) together yield 
O),(T) = $2(T) = I!I 1, 
w:(T) + O;(t) = 0. i*5) 
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Hence we can define 
u;(T) = 1, 
w;(r)= -1. 
Wow evaluate $,(.sl): 
These are p summands. (Here I used the observation that lead to formula 
(“5) in the proof of Theorem (2.1).) 
On the other hand, the fixed space of s: in I,‘= W@ W* is [F, @ 5,. Thgs 
l$Zbl)l = P (Proposition ( 1.1 )(a) ). i”?, 
Hence wl(sl) = w:(sI) = oi(s,) = ob(sl) = 1, all 0 with ord(Oj Ip- 1. (The 
(mod 8). We get 
last equation because n is odd.) 
Now assume that n is even. Then p” = ! 
WI(T) = 1, 
u;(T) = 1, u;ir )= -1. 
(“5’ 
Equations (*6) and (*7) remain true. Hence 
U,(S,) = Oi(s,j = wi(s, j = ub(sl) = & I3 
but we do not yet know the sign. 
Evaluate @z(clsl 1: 
11/2ic,~,,=~,cs,,-o:cs,)-u~(~~j 
+ c e(c,) ~,,(s,~ 
e 
ordBYp-i 
ordbi’ 
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On the other hand, (~~~i)‘=N~;~~(ci) has order p- 1, thus clsl operates 
fixedpointfreely on V. Thus +, 1 <c,s,) = kp + ~6. Comparing degrees yields 
E = 1, and k is even op E - 1 (mod 4). Hence 
$2(c1s1) = f 1 = -p (mod 4). (*lo) 
Equations (*8), (*9), and (*lo) together determine wi, co:, and 0:. 
Now let us compute the remaining wg. This is only necessary for even n. 
Since all o0 have order dividing 2, it’s enough to calculate the value of we 
at s’; resp. syr, when these are elements of C,,(0), and where m divides 1~~. 
For s;l this is done exactly as for s i ; see formulas (*6) and ( *7). One just 
has to change p to q”’ and s1 to s;” in both formulas. 
Now consider syr, where m divides r12/2. If m also divides nJ4, this is 
done as before: 
(*ll) 
Since w~(.P’;?) = o:(s;?), there are q”’ summands remaining, each of absolute 
value 1. But s:r fixes exactly qzm elements in I/ (Lemma (1.5)). Hence 
I$2(S;nT)l = qm. 
e(c) O&;“‘). (*I21 
ord 13 b q”l ? + I 
ord 0 12 
Again the values of W: and 0: cancel. We get qn2.‘l summands, each of 
absolute value 1. 
Again we have to look at the fixed space, this time of CS’;‘~‘T. By 
Lemma (1.5) it has q”* elements. Thus w,(s;~‘~)=o~(.~;~‘~) 0(c). Now 
remark that 0(c) = of: 1, and 0(c)= 1 if and only if ord(8) divides 
(q’lzT2 + 1)/2. Putting all this together one gets the formula of the theorem. 
QED. 
3. BRAUER FORMULA FOR LOCAL GALOIS GROUPS 
Let F be a finite field extension of the p-adic numbers, p an odd prime, 
let GF denote the absolute Galois group of F, and let )! be a primitive, 
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irreducible, complex character of G,. The kernel of x has finite index. T 
one can assume that x is a faithful, primitive character of a finite grou 
We want to find a Brauer formula for 31. It follows from the structure of 
G as a Iocai Galois group that the conditions of Pro 
satisfied by G and x: Choose as K the wild ramification subgroup in G. 
This is a normal p-subgroup. G,I’K is a tame local Gaiois group; it is 
metacyciic and thus supersolvable. Hence x/K is irreducible [S. 
Theorem 2.11. Choose as L the center of K. L is central in G, K:& is 
elementary Abelian, and the conditions of Proposition (1.1) are satisfied. 
This all follows from the results of Rigby [9!. See also [8, Theorem 2.3~ 
for an account of these results. 
THEQREM 3.1. An inductiue procedure to consrruct a 
Assume the foElo)ikg h~~potheses: 
G is a solvable group, L < K < G are both normal’ in 6, KiL is Abeliar!, and 
I K: L I is odd. 
x E Irr 6, ~1 Ic =: 8 E Irr K, ~1 L = nz$, tvhete 4 is an .4befiaan ChrGCi2T 0.i 5, 
and m’= IK:LI. 
To this Propositiorz (1.1) applies: Let H/L be the complement of K/L iv 
G/L, and $ the canonical character of G/K that I ident$y IL’tth a character 
qf H,:L. 
To induce x .from characters of smaller degree, a’o :he folktying: 
Case (Ai. C,.,(G) = L. 
This impiies 
x=indz$.t:- 1 ind6,,(,.,L,!XlCG(‘L)), 
[XL j 
.x e L 
where the sum runs ouer the G-orbits of the eiementr of K/L d@eren? jkm 
the orbit (L). 5 is an extension of q5 to PI such that XI,?= I+/I ~ <, Thus < is 
Abeiian, and a Brauer formula for $I lwill gitle a Brauer- formula for $ .<. 
Further the conditions of Case (B) of tills i&eorem hold fey 
(C&L), K -L /I c~(I-L), 0, 4) instead of (G. K, L, x, 0, d)? as long as I +$ L. 
Case (B). C := C,.,(G) > L. 
Choose a maximal subgroup L1/L < C/L that is isotropic with respect to th2 
alternating form on K/L d2fined in Proposition ( 1.1). Let KI ,‘L = (L, !L)’ be 
the orthogonal complement. Denote G, := K, H. 
Ther; L, is normal in G and q5 is extendible to a character dI of LI. The 
stabilizer of qS1 in G is Gr. Thus there exists a character ;fl ~Irr 6, such thiri 
indZ,xI=x andxlli,=xI(l)~dl. 
.x 1 / K1 = : 0 1 is irreducible, and 0 L / L, =m,q5, ii:ith ml= lK,:L,l. 
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Note that in the case L1 = K, , x1 is aheady Abelian and the procedure 
stops. Othertvise the conditions of this theorem hold for (G,, K,, L,, x1, 61, 
4,) instead of (G, K, L, x, 8, ~5). And the degree of x1 is smaller than the 
degree of x by a factor IG:G,j = IK:KII = IL,:LI > 1. 
Prooj To Case (A): From Proposition (1.1) it follows that ($. oG= 
$. ?j” = $. 6. x, and I/J. I,& is the permutation character of G on the 
elements of K/L. Hence 
and the formula for x follows immediately. 
That 5 is an extension of 4 follows from the fact that $( 1) = m = x(1 ), 
thus t(l)= 1. 
The conditions of the theorem are trivially satisfied, and since 
x E C,,,,J C,(xL)), this gives, if x $ L, Case (B). 
To Case (B): G operates trivially on C/L, thus every subgroup of 
C/L is normal in G/L, especially L,/L. The alternating form is induced by 
the commutator (2, -9) = q3( [x, ,Y]). H ence the term isotropic means that 
L,/ker q5 is Abelian, and the orthogonal complement is given by 
-K,/ker 4 = CKjker ,(L,/ker 4). Let q5r be any extension of b to L,. Then q5r 
is invariant in K,, by definition. Now let x E L, and 11 E H. Since L, < C, we 
have [x,h]~L and thus dl(h~‘xlz)=~,(?r.[x,h])=~,(x).~([x, h]). 
(Note that L lies in the center of Gjker 4 and that q5 is a central character 
of x and of til.) I will show that +( [x, h]) = 1: x(h) = xIH(h) = 
$(h). 5(/z) #O, because < is an Abelian character and l$(h)l’= 
IC,,(lz)l ~0. But x(h)=x(s-‘hx)=x(1z. [h, x])=x(h).q5([h, xl), and 
thus qS( [II, x]) = 1. 
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Now the character x1 is given by the theorem of Clifford [a, 
Theorem (6.11)3. By the Mackey formula, B=;fflK= (1: lKI)K is 
irreducible, hence 0, is irreducible. The degree of 8; is 
In these equations I used the fact that /K: K, / = !L l : Li, which holds since 
the alternating form is non-degenerate. 
At last we have that JL,:LI > 1. because IC:LI > I. QED. 
EXAMPLE. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem (3.1). Further assume 
that K/L is an elementary Abelian p-group, and that G/K is cyclic, prime 
to p, and acts tixedpointfreely on K/L. The canonical character is then 
where E = i- 1, 6 is Abelian, and pG.!K = (l,)G; see roposition (I. 1 )(d ). 
Further, for XE K, X$ L, we have Stab,(,xL.) = K. The formula of 
Theorem (3.1) is in this case 
0 is a monomial character, induced from any maximal isotropic subgroup 
of K/L, Thus the above formula is essentially a Brauer formuia for 2. 
The same situation was studied by Ritter [lo!. but he has a shghtly 
different formula. He uses the fact that ind:d = nr8. Thus his formuia is 
X=E.indz6.{-& 
m--E 
. -. md6,8 
/G:KI 
[IO, Example F? = 1.; 
(Ritter’s situation is more special. He assumes that K/L. is a chief factor of 
G, and this implies that E = - 1.) 
Rema&. Theorem (3.1) is formulated in a way that uses Case (A ! as 
often as possible in the inductive constructi auer formula. But 
it is possible to use the procedure of Case as any non-trivial 
isotropic normal subgroup L,/L. If this is done, Case (A) is only needed 
when K.iL has no isotropic normal subgroups. it is easy to see thar then 
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K/L is the orthogonal sum of chief factors KJL, and then the canonical 
character @ is the product of the canonical characters $; of G/K acting on 
K,/L (Proposition (1.1)(g)). In this sense it will suffice to have a Brauer 
formula for the canonical character only if K/L is a chief factor of G, i.e., 
an irreducible F,G/K-module for a prime p. 
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